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PAST EVENTS
Thursday Nov 18th at 19:30 - Section AGM. The Moon
Mordiford. HR1 4LW.
Despite the offer of subsidised fish and chips,
members were thin on the ground at the AGM. A
strong financial position was reported and useful
discussions took place with some positive outcomes.
The Chairman’s report, a statement of account for
the year ending 31st October 2020 and full notes of
the meeting can be found on the members’ page of
the section website. To access this page, you will
need a password. To qualify, you need to be a
current VMCC member.
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/members-area/
Friday & Saturday Nov 19th and 20th – 2 day auction
of motorcycle memorabilia, petroliana, spares and
motorcycles – HJ Pugh
The 1955 Vincent Rapide, covered in issue 65 excited
the bidders if not the purists by making a strong
£29,811. The rare, low mileage 1983 Suzuki XN85D did
the better of the 2 turbos making £4.713, with the
1982 Yamaha XJ650 making a little over half that
figure. Given the scarcity of machines from the shortlived “Turbo” era, it seems likely that they have strong
medium-term investment potential.
The 1965 Honda CB92, the bike that haunted my
schoolboy dreams, made an unremarkable £7,672.
Not much for a landmark machine in very good
order. If you aspired to join Wigmore’s Mr Wheezy in
his winged wheel wonderland, all you needed was
£438, the patience to get an age related plate and
the 32cc Cyclemaster powered Rudge bicycle was
all yours.

Could this be the way to forging new friendships? Is it
better than a dating App? How could any lady
possibly resist.

Leaving these fabulous fifties marketing fantasies
behind and leaping forward just 40 years, this “Inyour-face” 1993 Triumph Daytona might have
caught your attention.
Powered by the 3 cylinder 885cc engine, a Daytona
was good for 145 mph, with brakes to match. It
continued the miracle of the rebirth of the Triumph
brand, something we all take for granted now.

This nice example would have cost a mere £2,411 –
perhaps this is another model with investment
potential.
Continuing the “In-your-face” theme, this 1978
Kawasaki KH400 S3 definitely qualifies. Despite not
being a true original colour and sporting aftermarket
silencers, it cost its new owner a strong £7,836.

More “Show” than “Go” these KH triples appealed to
the inner hooligan. “The Widow-maker”, the
common nickname for the KH 750, did little to put off
buyers back in the day and the whole KH range
continues to be hugely popular. They look fabulous
and make a great noise, but give me a Yamaha
RD400 any day. (On a negative note, two concourse
standard 750s failed to make their reserves at the
Bonham’s Stafford auction in November.)
You will find the results for the 2-day auction on
Pugh’s website.
http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html

Wednesday 24th Nov – H&H “Live on-line” Auction
Less than 20 bikes in this mixed sale, with several of
them being unsold lots left over from their October
sale at the National Motor Cycle Museum. Top price
of the day - £20,060 - was paid for this low mileage
Velocette Thruxton, still with its original factory frame,
engine & gearbox pairings. Authentic Thruxtons in
good condition (and most of them are) have held
their prices during the pandemic. You can expect to
pay £20,000 +/- £2,000 for a good one, so this might
even have been a bargain.

You can find the full results on Brightwell’s website
https://www.brightwellslive.com/timedauctions/ind
ex/5216
Thursday Dec 16th – Trail ride in the Abergavenny
area. (Re-arranged from Dec 9th)
Despite a week of mainly dry weather, it was still
slippery, particularly on any cambers and good tyres
at the right pressure were the order of the day.

This immaculate and very correct 1973 Honda CL175
only made £2,460 – just 61% of its lower estimate. A US
import, but now UK registered, this “street scrambler”
had covered a mere 3,961 miles, it could have been
expected to make as much as £4k.

Saturday Dec 4th – Thursday December 9th Brightwell’s Timed Classic Car & Motorcycle Auction
Despite some nice machinery, bidding could best be
described as “subdued” with only the two ‘70s 175
cc CZs exceeding their upper estimate and almost
all other lots failing to meet their lower estimate. The
1950 “Plunger” Norton ES2, which failed to sell at the
October auction, once again failed to reach its
lower estimate and probably didn’t sell. Apologies
for being vague about the “SOLD” status, but
Brightwell’s site, just notes the top bid and is unclear
whether machines have actually sold. This 1947
Triumph 3T did reach its lower estimate and, if sold,
would cost its new owner a modest £3,361. In the
same Welsh ownership for 38 years and looking very
genuine this 350, despite its rigid rear would be a
wonderful bike for the roads in our area.

Are these depressed prices just buyers being careful
before Christmas, or does it point to a real flattening
of demand for old bikes, something many
experienced market observers have predicted. That
may be the case, but the current Brightwell’s “Liveon-line” auction format isn’t attractive to buyers. Just
compare it to the recent packed Pugh’s auction.
There’s no substitute for a crowded saleroom and a
chance to see all the bikes on the same day.

As is now the norm for these rides there was an
interesting array of machines from times gone by.

North Birmingham member Bill Danks looked very
comfortable on his 1960 Tiger Cub and John Roach
and the 1983 X1 Morini 350cc Kanguro sailed
serenely through the day.

Make your plans early, before you get press-ganged
into a trip to the January Sales! The Brass Monkey is
usually our best attended event of the year.

Alan and Karen are confident that they will be able
to serve food at the end of the run. You may like to
book a table in advance, but they expect to have
plenty of capacity.
If further Government restrictions are in place at the
time, they are happy to let us use their car park for
the start and finish.

FUTURE EVENTS
Boxing Day, Sunday December 26th. – The 6th Brass
Monkey Ride – The Moon at Mordiford - HR1 4LW –
11:00 a.m. start.

Paul Myers made it to the end, but had a somewhat
tougher day on his modified road going 1952 G2 350
Bullett.
The bike is mostly standard Redditch with an Indian
front wheel housing a twin leading-shoe front brake.
“Off-road” tyres, handlebars and alloy mudguards
complete the picture. Paul has used it on green lanes
before but, he adds, “They have been a lot tamer
than last Thursday’s”

We will ride the 2020 route, which is about 30 miles
and gives great views of the River Wye. The route
details will be sent out next week and will be
available in the traditional tulip diagram format, but
you can also download an electronic version if you
prefer. You can ride the route with your own friends
or follow a leader who will do the navigation for you.
Feel free to bring guests to this, our best attended
ride of the year. There will be the usual free sticker for
all starters.

Thursday Jan 6th 19:30 – Club night West - The
Greyhound Hotel, 3 Garth Road, Builth Wells, LD2 3AR.
All existing and intending members welcome.
Nothing formal, just a chance to meet up with friends
and like-minded others.
Thursday Jan 20th - 19:00 – Club night East - The Moon
Mordiford. HR1 4LW
All existing and intending members welcome.
Nothing formal, just a chance to meet up with friends
and like-minded others.
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was a huge market for these wonderful machines
outside of competition and that is where most of
them found homes.
These single speed 49cc automatics weighing just
90lbs (41kg), with a seat height of 19” (48cm) were
ideally suited to their target market of 4 – 8 year olds.
There are plenty of them about and many have
done very little work, so you are spoilt for choice.
This tidy looking example is being sold by
Chippenham dealer “Motor bikes and Scooters” and
is advertised on Gumtree for £950.

Again, marketing was aimed at the young
competitor (or possibly the ambitious parent!), but as
with the PW50, most of these bikes never got close to
a race track. Much rarer than the PW50, the Honda
QR was only made for a couple of years and
curiously was never sold in the USA, although it was
available in Canada.

CHRISTMAS

As it is Christmas, we thought we’d be a bit different.
Still sticking to our £1,000 limit. We’ve taken a look at
the kind of motor cycle a child might dream of
finding in their stocking. Something that might spark
a life-long interest in two-wheels.
The market leader and the bike that many of you will
have heard of and a few will have owned and
ridden, the Yamaha PW50 was first launched in 1980
for the 1981 model year. Back then it was called the
YZinger, but quickly became the PeeWee 50.
Honda, wanting a share of this lucrative new market,
were quick to launch their competitor - the QR50 - in
1982.

Many famous moto-crossers started their careers on
PeeWees and there were PeeWee race classes all
around the world. Styled and engineered to attract
the kids, it sported features like throttle stops, and
exhaust restrictors which appealed to nervous
parents too. Yamaha quickly discovered that there

As you might expect from two bikes aimed at the
same market segment, the two bikes had very similar
specifications, although the Honda was claimed to
be some 6kg lighter – a significant weight saving for
a child’s machine. This one, also for sale on Gumtree,
is on offer for £800 and comes with new forks(fitted)
and 2 new tyres(not fitted).
The Japanese didn’t have it all their own way and
Italian manufacturer Italjet had introduced their twinshock automatic M5D in the late ‘70s.

Hard to find and even harder to find spares for, they

do look the part. This pretty 1981 model is another
Gumtree offering at £850.
Before my inbox is overflowing with angry reminders
that Bultaco and Montesa produced some
wonderful scaled down children’s trails bikes in the
1970s, be aware that it is our intention to do a piece
on these beautiful machines in a future issue. If you
own one of these, or can help with information, we
would be delighted to hear from you.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing. We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertising – that must be your responsibility.

that the (then) recently constructed ‘Eleanor Cross’
base, can be seen to the right in the background.
We asked Triumph specialist, and South Wales
Section Committee man, Bill Phelps to help us identify
the 3 machines and we are most grateful for his input.
Bill is confident that the Outfit (above) is a 1920
model SD Triumph with a Gloria sidecar chassis. It
seems that Triumph only made this “enclosed” fork
spring suspension for their 1920 models, which rather
contradicts this picture which appeared in their 1922
catalogue.

LOCAL HISTORY
Long time VMCC member John George sent us
these wonderful old photos of Ross-on-Wye farmer
Norman Helm on his way to Hereford market with a
fine calf in his home built sidecar.

Local historian Derek Foxton is of the opinion that the
picture was taken in St Peter’s Square, suggesting

We know little about the following two pictures which
featured in postcards of the period. The top one may

be Geoffrey Russell, but we have no idea who is
astride the disc-wheeled beauty below. They were
almost certainly taken at the same location, but Is it
the same man or did everyone look like that in the
1920s?

Bill Phelps found the first postcard a bit of a mystery,
but from the size of the tyres and the fact that is a 2speeder using a tramcar type gear change, he
suspects it is a small capacity machine (250cc) and
possibly a 2-stroker. It has twin primary drives and the
gears are selected by a method similar to that of a 2
speed Scott.
Bill is a little more confident about the second
postcard and he is sure it is a Triumph model H. “It has
a Model H rear end, front mudguard and chaincase,
a Triumph twin barrel carb with a Triumph oiler on the
seat down tube and the front fork is Triumph rocking
type. However, the top of the front fork doesn't look
Triumph. Maybe it's the low quality of the scan. The
tank transfer is in the wrong place for a Triumph - but
that may be a dealer’s decal. Having said that about
the forks and transfer, I'd still put it down as a Model
H Triumph from about 1919/20……..As to the disc
wheels, they were a period accessory. You bought
them and simply bolted them on - not a Triumph
product, but the sort of things that a business like
Halfords would sell.. They were to simply make it
easier to clean, rather than picking away at each
spoke.”
If you can help further to identify the bikes and/or
their riders, we would be most grateful. A clue for
starters is that the AB prefix on the number plate is
usually associated with Worcestershire and would
date from 1904 – 1921. Do you have any similar
pictures in your family album? Why not share them
with us?

Bike4Life ride out - Sunday 24th April 2022

This is your chance to support the wonderful Air
Ambulance Charity.
Around 3,500 machines are expected to ride the 23
miles in convoy from Meole Brace (near Shrewsbury)
to RAF Cosford. They will be waved on by hundreds
of supporters along the route and will finish at the
Bike4Life Festival with live bands, bike shows, trade
stands and great food. The event usually sells out, so
if you want to participate, just follow this link.
https://www2.theticketfactory.com/bike4life/online/

SECOND PERSON DROP-OFF SYSTEM
Unfortunately the ride from Tenbury to the Bell was
spoiled for one or two by the breakdown of the dropoff system. We offer our apologies to those who
encountered difficulties.
As not everyone may be completely familiar with this
system - the most common used in VMCC events we felt it would be a good idea to explain it in detail.
We hope that by offering a better understanding of
the system, it will be more effective on future rides.
Thanks to Bob Abberley for writing this guide.
THE SECOND PRESON DROP-OFF SYSTEM
The organiser will identify a leader and a last person
(tail end Charlie or back-marker). You should
familiarise yourself with the clothing and machine of
the Lead person and the last person.
The Leader will always stay at the front and is
responsible for navigating the route. The rider at the
back will stay at the back in the last position. These
are the only riders who maintain their position in the
group.
At a junction, the rider immediately behind the
leader (the marker), stops and indicates the route. All
other riders pass the marker, who will re-join the group
as soon as the back marker reaches the junction.
a) A roundabout should be marked by parking
in a safe visible position on the exit.
b) When going through a crossroads where you
don’t have right of way you can mark if you
wish. If there is no marker at junction when
you arrive go straight on.
c) When you are the marker wait for the back
marker to arrive even if it takes a long time.
Do not leave your position. There may be a

breakdown. If necessary switch off your
engine. If you leave your position everyone
behind you will suffer and ride could fall
apart. The mobile phone number of the
leader would normally be on the route map.
Call that number if there is an excessive,
unexplained delay.
d) If you prefer to use route maps where
provided and ride independently, just inform
the leader and the back marker of your
intentions. To avoid confusion, it is probably
better to set off ahead of the main group.
If you decide to leave the ride early you should pull
over to the left in a safe and visible position and wave
other riders past. When the back marker arrives the
rider will stop and you can then inform the back
marker that you are leaving the group. If you know
you will be leaving before ride starts please inform
the back marker of your intentions.
Trail rides will use their own system depending on the
route and the terrain.
Please ride at your own pace and enjoy the ride.

SCOOTER MADNESS
I asked Keith Reynolds – my scooter guru and
Herefordshire on the Edge 2021 medal winner - for his
thoughts on the £23,600 paid for the “Barn find" 1964
Lambretta GT200, featured in issue 65. Keith, clearly
a master of understatement, confirms that it did
cause “A bit of a stir” in the scooter world.

“In its favour”, Keith continues, “it is in fairly original
condition, but If the buyer is not doing his own
spannering and has to pay for all the work it’s going
to cost him a minimum of £10k or as much as £15k
depending where he takes it.”
The TV200 or GT200 as it is more usually known with its
top speed of almost 70 mph has always been the
aspirational model. Almost 15,000 were made in a
short production run that ended in Oct 1965. They
were sold in France, Switzerland, USA, Scandinavia
and the UK, but strangely never in Italy, where speed
was not such an issue for owners. This may also have
reflected Innocenti’s concern that the larger engine
might bring with it, reliability issues.
There were indeed problems with piston ring failure
and exhaust mounts cracking, but none of this
deterred the UK buyers, who loved the top speed
and strong acceleration. Watford dealer Arthur
Francis developed the ultimate GT200 – the “S” type,
which was bored out to 225cc and usually fitted with
an Ancillotti aftermarket exhaust and racing style
dual seat. Rarely sold at auction, this superbly
restored 1964 model made £8,280 at a Bonham’s
sale in 2018, a price considered extravagant just 3
short years ago.

bidder was in the auction room, so perhaps we might
be able to track him or her down and ask them.
Keith Reynolds recently sold this very tidy TV200 for
£10,500, a price he considered “fair”. Perhaps the
buyer should leave it out in the rain for 20 years, throw
it down the road a couple of times and then sell it for
a spectacular profit. Let’s hope not, let’s hope he
enjoys owning and riding it just as it is.

VMCC MEMBERS’ INSURANCE SCHEME
No more examples of cost savings this month, but if
you have used the club scheme and you have saved
money, please let us
know. One minor irritation
raised by 3 section
members so far, is the
disappearance of the
facility to ride “other bikes
not belonging to you”. It
seems that this facility is
not included in any recent
policies across the sector. If you have a policy which
does allow you to ride other bikes not belonging to
you, then please let us know.
MCE INSURANCE
Whilst not connected in any way to our Club cover,
you should be aware that MCE Insurance Company
went into administration on 19th November. The
insurer formed part of the same parent group as the
broker MCE Insurance Ltd (which isn’t part of the
administration) and the
collapse affects around
105,000 policy holders, the
majority of whom are
understood
to
be
motorcyclists. As a result,
the Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)
are picking up MCE Insurance company claims but it
is worth noting that for accidental damage or
vehicle theft claims, current policy holders are only
covered for 90% through FSCS.
You can find out more here:https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/.../over-100000-hit.../

RIDING IMPRESSIONS OF THE NORTON CLASSIC.
A Spanish built SX 200 from the late ‘80s attached to
a sidecar made a lowly £3,068 at Bonham’s autumn
auction at Stafford.
So what was it about our “barn find” GT200 that
drove the price so high. Two bidders who wanted it
badly and had the budget? Auction fever? I don’t
suppose we’ll ever know, but apparently the winning

The British Motorcycle Charitable Trust has acquired
a unique and precious piece of Norton history. The
one and only water-cooled classic, the Norton P53C.
The original Norton Classic had all the mechanical
components of its predecessor, the police-specified
Interpol 2, but dressed as a conventional motorcycle.
It was unveiled at the 1987 NEC Show and deposits
were taken for sixty of the batch of 100, with the

remainder being sold over the following few weeks.
With production and demand running at a steady 5
per week, Norton decided that an upgrade would
be a good idea and prepared the new watercooled P53C for the 1990 Bike Show.
The buying public’s response was disappointing, no
test rides were requested, no orders were taken and
the machine was consigned to a dark corner of the
factory. Out of the blue, some months later a
potential buyer enquired about buying the bike and
Norton quickly converted the show model into a
working motorcycle. The buyer liked what he saw
and heard and bought the machine. It was finally
delivered to him in August 1991.

I checked the tachometer! The gearchange is a bit
clunky if you don’t match the revs properly, but every
other aspect of the bike feels well up to date. Norton
lifted the entire front end of the Yamaha XJ900 for
the water-cooled bike, the brakes are excellent and
the handling at all speeds is safe and inspires
confidence. It really is an impressive bike, and it’s
difficult to understand why there was no demand for
it back in 1990. Maybe in those days the “classic”
styling was a bit too plain when pseudo-racers were
all the rage.
Rather than being locked up in a garage or museum,
this bike will be used extensively on the road by the
Trust to attend classic bike events, runs, shows, etc.”
We will run a piece on the work of the BMCT in a future
issue.

He is looking for offers in the region of £3,500 and can
be contacted on 07847 098597, or by e-mail at
robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk

FOR SALE
Rob Woodford is selling his 1984 Honda XL350R. Rob
tells us …”It is in very original condition although the
cosmetics are showing their age. It sailed through its
last MoT with no advisories. The carburation system
has been completely overhauled with many new
parts including those that are very hard to find, I
sourced the twin carb manifold in a small town in
France!”
We are grateful to BMCT secretary Andy Bufton for
sharing his thoughts on riding this very special Norton.
“First impression of the Rotary is that the seat’s fairly
high and you feel perched on top of it, but once
you’re rolling any feeling of top heaviness disappears
- it weighs about 230kg - and the low c of g makes it
very pleasant to handle at low speeds. To someone
like me who’s never ridden a rotary before, it feels
and sounds a bit like a mad two-stroke, not unlike a
Suzuki GT750 I rode some years ago. The similarity
extends to the lack of engine braking, which can
catch you out until you’re used to it. It’s very
comfortable, the ample power (c. 90 bhp) is
delivered with virtually zero vibration, and as the revs
build the exhaust sound is awesome. You really have
no clue how fast the engine is spinning until you get
used to it. Accelerating past slower traffic, I changed
up “by ear”, thinking I must have been near the rev
limit, only to see that there were 4,000 revs left when

When the XL350R model appeared in 1984, it fought
for market share in the “Dual Sport” class with the
Yamaha XT350, and the Suzuki DR400. The three were
more similar than different, but the Suzuki still sported
twin shocks and was the heaviest. The Honda and
the Yamahas shared very similar performance specs
– 8” of suspension travel, 6 speed, circa 30bhp and
21 ft-lb of torque. The XT claimed to be a little lighter
and the XL a little more powerful, but in the end it was
all down to taste, local dealers and brand loyalty.
Seat heights were all around 33”, but with a rider on
board, touching the ground was quite easy. It was
also possible to lower the seat height at the expense
of a little ground clearance.

Updates and other stuff can be found on our
Facebook page – Feel free to add your views.
https://www.facebook.com/VMCCHerefordshire

SECTION WEBSITE

The Honda has covered just 13,271 miles and, says
Rob, “Rides nicely and does what is asked.”

You can find almost everything you need to know
about our section and its activities on our website.
Why not take a look?
https://herefordmidwalesvmcc.org/

